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INTRODUCTION

The variable plot method of sampling a forest stand was
developed in Europe by Walter Bitterlich (1). It was introduced to
American foresters by Dr. L. R. Grosenbaugh (2) in 1952.

Although several papers have been written covering the
principle of the variable plot method of sampling a forest stand, little
as been written about its field application. This paper is designed
for the practicing forester who is interested primarily in the use of
the technique for cruising and other inventory work.

Determination of the ratio of basal area or volume to land
area with the fixed plot size method of sampling, requires that trees
inside the plot boundary be measured and tallied and those outside
ignored. The variable plot method in actuality is merely another way
of determining which trees to measure and tally. Those trees which are
large enough to subtend a predetermined angle are tallied and used to
determine the ratio of basal area or volume to land area, while those
too small or too far away are ignored.

The variable plot method is a simpler, more rapid method of
determining basal area and volume per acre than the conventional plot
or strip methods. It reduces the personal error involved since the need
to measure plot radii or strip width is eliminated and accurate diameter
measurements are not necessary. The variable plot method reduces total
field cruising time by approximately one third. The probability that
any tree will be sampled is proportional to its basal area. Thus, a
greater proportion of cruising time is spent on the larger trees. Since
there is a saving in field cruising time and since more time is spent
on the larger trees, the accuracy of defect and grade determinations is
increased.

The reader will find in the appendix an abstract on the theory
of the variable plot method of sampling a forest stand.

THE WEDGE PRISM

The wedge prism is a precise optical instrument which bends
light rays establishing the reference or critical angle. Wedge prisms
ground to specifications, as developed by the consulting firm of Mason,
Bruce and Girard, can be purchased through Bausch and Lomb, 7 Northwest

(1) Bitterlich, W. Die Winkelzahlprobe. Allgemeine Forst - and Holz-
wirtschaftliche Zeitung 59(fr): 4-5. 1948.

(2) Grosenbaugh, L. R. Plotless Timber Estimates - New, Past, Easy.Journal'of Forestry 50: 32-37. 1952.



9th Avonue, Portland, Oregon, or through Kollmorgan Optical Corporation,
Northampton, F.assachusetts. The formor company does not produce prisms
which can be interchanged without a change in basal area factors. Their
prisms cost about j2.50 each. The latter company produces prisms with
o.nct factors ouch as 20, 25, or 30, but the prisms are 015.00 each and
must be purchased in quantities.

FUNCTIONS OF ICEDC2

at Diopter to Use

One prism diopter is equal to a ri it angle displacement ofsee unit per 100 equal units distance. The general rule to follow isto select a prim diopter that will give an average tree count of four
to six trees per observation point. It ic best to employ the same
diopter in any one given stand. The °zaalThr the trees, the lower the
diopter. The larger the trees, the higher the diopter. The more open
the stand, the smaller the diopter The more dense the stand, the
larger the diopter. A compromise between size and density, with sizefactor, determines the diopter to use.

Listed below are some examples for the Pacific Northwest:

2 - 3 Diopter - amall immature stands

4 Diopter - larger immature Douglas fir stands
and selectively cut Ponderosa Pine.

5 Diopter - second growth Douglas fir sawtimber
and uncut Ponderosa Pine.

6 Diopter - old growth Douglas fir or Cascade
fountain mixed scwtimber.

S Diopter - dawn;,_, old grcMth Douglas fir,
Redwood, or other very large
sawtimber.

The 6lodge Prism Basal Area Factor

The wedge prism would be of little use to the forester in
determining atoching- density or in the estimation of volume without
the basal area factor. This factor, when multiplied by the averagenumber of trees per observation point, will result in square feet peracre occupied by tree stems.
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Determination of the Basal Area Factor

The basic method followed in determining a basal area factor
i3 relatively simple. Place a rectangular target of any convenient
width (11-29-32) on a vertical surface. The wedge is first moved away
from the target until the target image is completely displaced so that
one aide of the image as seen over the prism is aligned with the other
oldo a seen through the prima. The distance at which this occurs is
LLaeurod in feet. Next the wedge is moved toward the target until the
die-pleacment occurs again. Again the distance is measured.

An average distance calculated from six such trials is placed
in the Basal Area Factor formula. B.A.F. = 43,560

1+4 (d)2
w

Where d is distance to target in feet, w is the width of target in feet.

A question that may arise is, hod much can the measured
distance from target to wedge be in error and still be within reasonable
limits of giving a good answer?

(It should be noted that a given per cent error in the basal
area factor will produce the same per cent error either in basal area
calculations or in cruise volume calculations.)

T'he following table shows how much this distance (an average
for six trials) may vary for a one and two per cent error in the basal
area factor using various diopter wedges with a one-foot target.

T NCF 4LL0h7ANCE IN C_4LIBRATIN

Dio ter
B.A.Factor within +

- 1% limits

B.A.Factor within +
- 2% limits

Total + + Total

- ft.for - 1% Distance - ft.for - 1% Distance

Allowance Allowance

4.0 .13 - .25 + .25 + .50 +
5.0 .10 + .20 e .20 + .40 +

6.0 .08 e .17 - .17 - .34 -

8.0 .06 -a .12-1-. .12 It .25 -

feet allowance from exact distance from wedge to target

center.

?aamle: An exact 4.0 diopter wedge is to be,given a basal area factor.
The range is set up and the previously described procedure followed.
The true distance, by formula, from wedge to target is 25.00' when a
one foot target is used. The average of, for example, six trials is
25.1051 with a calculated basal area factor of 17.272. The correct
factor of 17.417 varies 0.8 from the calculated factor of 17.272.
Thus, any cruise made with the wedge marked as having a basal area factor
of 17.272 will be 0.83% low when the volume calculations are made.
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FIELD PROCEDURE USING THE kEDGE PRISM FOR BASAL AREA
DETESMINAT ION

How to Establish the Sample Point

A series of sample points is established on the ground in thesame manner as the center points of fixed-radius sample plots. Eitherfull points (360 degrees)
or half points (180 degrees) may be taken.

The half point is established as follows:

1. The point is established in the normal manner.

2. From the point, the compassuno faces downhill
rs;ardless of the direction of the cruise line.
(Whenever the craw consists of two or more men
the compasaman selects the half point to eliminate
any bias that might be introduced if the cruiser
established the point.)

3. He next picks a reference tree on his left that
is on contour with the point. A stake may be
set if a reference tree is not available. When
it is desired that the point can be reestablishedat a later date, the tree is blazed and marked
with a 2.

are taken.

4. The half point is established from the reference
tree by extending an imaginary line across theplot center. All the trees on the downhill side
of this line are potential "in" trees.

Normally a wedge of one diopter lower is used when half points

How to Determine Whether a Tree is °in" or "out"

From the sample point the surrounding trees are observed both
through and over the wedge prism. The prim bends the rays of light pass-
ing through it by a fixed angle so that the transmitted image of the treeis laterally displaced. If the edge of the direct and transmitted imagesoverlap, the tree is considered °in" and it is counted. Figure 1 showsthe diagram of an "in", "out", and °borderline" tree. Alternate "border-line" trees may be counted as being "in" or each "borderline" tree may be
counted as a half tree. The distance between the eye and the prism doesnot affect the angular displacement of the prism. However, it is veryimportant to keep the prism over the sample point. The cruiser sightson the tree at the point on the tree where his basic volume table diame-ters are indicated. Usually, that point is D.B.H. There are advantagesto using a point higher on the tree; however, the basic volume table

4.
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must then be adjusted to give diameters at that new point. The face ofthe prism should be at right angles to the line of sight and when this
condition exists the lateral displacement of the image is minimum. Thebottom edge should be horizontal on level ground. To correct for slope,the prism is rotated at exactly the same angle as the slope, but in a
plane which is at right angles to the line of sight. Both the slope
Lngle from eye to tree and the amount in which the wedge prism is rotatedto correct for slope must be equal. An abney can be used to measure theamount of slope and then used to rotate the wedge to the same angle withthe line of sight. Figure 2 shows the correct way to employ the abney
and the wedge prism. Note that the line of sight is perpendicular tothe face of the wedge prism.

The following are some pointers on determining whether a treeis "in" or "out":

1. For hidden trees the observation center may
be moved away from the actual point as long
as, the distance from the point to the tree
in question is maintained. By moving the
observation center, it is often possible to
get to one side of brush that is obstructing
the view. It is necessary to move the center
when.a possible "in" tree is directly behind
another tree.

2. For a leaning tree, rotate the wedge prism
so that its vertical axis corresponds with
the center of the stem of the tree.

3. Occasionally the displaced image of one tree
will overlap an adjacent tree giving the
appearance that it should be counted when
actually it is "out". This can be avoided
by careful observation of the trees involved to
see whether the displaced image belongs to the
tree that is overlapped. In some instances,
having the eompassman stand beside the closer
tree will facilitate making the distinction.

4. In rare cases it may be necessary to remove
some of the brush that is obstructing the
view. The use of half points helps to
eliminate the brush problem.

5. Normally the prism is held so that the image
is displaced to the left. Reversing the
prism so that the image is displaced to the
right will aid in determining whether a tree
is "in" or ".out".

6.



FIGURE 2. THE CORRECT WAY TO EMPLOY THE

ABNEY AND THE WEDGE PRISM.
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6. Another method of determinin& whether a tree
is sine or "out" is through the use of a plot
radius factor. The distance from the point
of observation'to a tree that is just "ins is
called the plot radius. The D.B.H. of any
tree is directly proportionate to the plot
radius. Thus, a plot radius factor can be
computed for any wedge prism.* The D.B.H. in
inches of any tree multiplied by the plot
radius; factor gives the plot radius in feet
for a tree that is just "in". It is easily
seen that there is a different plot radius
for each different diameter. Thus, this
method is often referred to as the variable
plot radius method. The plot radius factor
is particularly useful as a training aid.

How to Determine Basal Area per Acre

The average tree count per plot multiplied by the wedge prism
factor gives basal area per acre.

Example: 21 points are taken which have a total tree
count of 87. A wedge prism with a factor of
27.62 was used.

Average tree count = 21 = 4.143 (normally

carried out to three decimal places)

4.143 x 27.62 = 114.4 square feet of basal
area per acre.

# The plot radius factor is computed from the following formula:

\ 43,60 °'°`' ;.12 where B.A.F. = Basal Area Factor

The plot radius factor may also be computed from the
following formula (for any given wedge prism):

d where d distance to target in feet
12w w = width of target in feet
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FIELD PROCEDURE USING THE WEDGE PRIM FOR VOLUTE
DETERMINATION

In order to determine volume per acre it is necessary to
obtain two basic statistics, the basal area per acre and the avers e
board foot basal area ratio.

Basal Area per Acre

The method of obtaining basal area per acre has already been
described in the previous section. However, in actual practice when
obtaining volume per acre, it is generally preferred to sight on the
tree at the top of first 16-foot log. (It is to be noted that this
gives stem area per acre outside bark.) This eliminates the necessity
of determining form class when using form class tables. Also by sight-
ing on the tree at the top of the first 16-foot log the observer is
sighting over much of the underbrush. It is particularly advantageous
to use half points (always taken on the downhill side) when sighting
on the tree at the top of the first 16-foot log as the slope correction
may then be kept at a minimum.

Form Class volume tables and the volume tables used by the
United States Bureau of Land Management are particularly adapted for
use with this method. When using almost any other volume table it
will be necessary to sight at breast height. It is possible to obtain
basal area per acre at breast height and then convert this to stem
area at the top of the first 16-foot log by multiplying basal area per
acre at breast height by the appropriate form class squared.

Example: Basal area per acre at breast height is 100
sq. ft. per acre. The form class is .80.
Stem area top first 16-foot log per acre
equals: 100 x (.80)2 = 64 sq. ft. per acre.

Board Foot Basal Area or Stem Area Ratio

The board-foot to stem-area ratio is the number of board feet
per square foot of stem area. The ratio for any given "in" tree is re-
corded in the field by determining the diameter at the point on the tree
that corresponds with the point to which the diameters are keyed to the
basic volume table, and the total number of logs of tree height
(normally 32 foot logs). A tree count is determined for every plot,
but it is necessary to obtain the ratio of the "in" trees on only a
proportion of the plots for the major species being sampled. To obtain
a satisfactory sample it is necessary to record the ratio of the "in"
trees of minor species on every sampling point. For a small cruise the
ratio is obtained on every other plot while for a large cruise the ratio

9.



is obtained on every third or fourth plot. Normally it is necessary to
obtain twe ratio on a minimum of 60 trees for any species for any given
area on which cruise reports are to be made.

Windfalls

1, Rotate the wedge 90 degrees so that the image is
placed awe d,

2. Datercine whethor'the windfall is "in" or pout" by eight-on tho `eras:: w a; a tho basic volume table diameters are indicated,
divregardirti- whc e the windfall originally stood.

3. Normally, obtain diameter and log height of each "in"
merchantable windfall at every sampling point in order to obtain anadequate sample.

Snags

Nor lly, obtain diameter and log height of each "in"
merchantable snag at every sampling point in order to obtain anadequate .1aple.

Defect, Breakage, and Log Grade Determination

It is most convenient to record defect, breakage, and log
grades in percentages when the ratios have been derived from Board Foot
Volume Tables (Form Class Tables) published by Mason, Bruce and Girard.
The percentage of tree volume in each log is found in Table 1, page 6,
of the tables named above. Defect, breakage and log grades can be
recorded in the field in the usual manner. However, in the office the
standard method is more cumbersome.

Intensity of Sampling

Considerable research will be necessary to determine what
sampling intensity is necessary in any given stand. However, present
exarience :'sown that the same intensity as that used for one-quarter
acre plots will result in a statistically better sample than that given
by the one-quarter acre plot method.

OFFICE PROCEDURE FOR VOLU2 DETERMINATION

Volume Summary Sheet (Board Foot Stem Area Ratio)

Any suitable volume table can be converted to board feet per

10.



square foot of stem area for any given diameter and log height by the

following steps: (1) convert the diameter as given in the table to

square feet of stem area, (2) obtain the volume in a tree for the given

diameter and given heights, '(3) divide the number of square feet of
stem area from Step 1 into the volume from Step 2 which gives the ratio
of board feet per square foot of stem area.

Figure 3 contains an example of the ratios (based on 32 foot
log scale - Scribner decimal C) for trees with diameters keyed to in-
side bark at the top of the first 16-foot log, 9" through 70" and log
heights 1 trough 6.

The ratios given in Figure 3 have been plotted into log
height curves as shown in Figure 4. This plotting illustrates that the
diameter variable in cruising has been greatly reduced and that log
heights determination is as important as in standard methods of cruising.

Gross Volume

Gross volume for each species is determined as follows:
(1) plot ratios for all trees recorded in the field on the volume summary
sheet (Figure 3), (2) compute the average ratio by dividing the total
ratio by the number of trees that contributed to the total ratio,
(3) compute the number of square feet of stem area per acre as explained
in the section on basal area per acre, (4) where tree counts are made

outside bark and volume tables are based on d.i.b., square the wood to
bark ratio for species involved and multiply by the stem area outside
bark from Step 3 to obtain stem area inside bark. (Studies have shown

that for most commercial species the wood to bark ratio at fixed points
along the tree is very stable for each species regardless of the size
of the tree. The average wood to bark ratio for Douglas fir is .901
and the ratio for hemlock is .94,) (5) the gross volume per acre is
computed by multiplying the stem area per acre from Step 4 times the
average ratio from Step 2.

Net Volume

Net volume per acre is computed in the same manner as for
gross volume except each ratio is adjuted for defect and breakage.

Example: (for one tree)

A tree with a D.I.B. of 24" and 3'logs high -
20% defect and breakage
Gross ratio 441 (board feet per square foot stem area)
Less 20% D & B 88

Net Ratio 353

11.



PROPORTIONAL PLOT -. VOLLR ' S[INiARY SHEET
32 FOOT LOG SCALE - SCRIBNER DEC. C

._Soc. Subdiv. Acres Plots
VOLURES IN BO1A11D FEET PER SQUARE FOOT OF TIER AREA IB AT 16'

DIR UTILIZATION 161080 - 32' BOGS TOTAL BY SPECIES

16' 1 11 2 2 3' 3 4 4 5; 6

9 81

ill 79 17 4 176 1

!!!

12

I 14.

76

74

162

146

202

218

275

297

349

377

16 73 153 233 314 396 475 555

10 76 159 242 326 411 493 576

20 77 163 249 336 423 507 592 674

22 78 166 255 344 433 518 604 668

24 80 170 260 350 441 528 615 701

26 82 173 264 355 447 535 624 711

28 84 176 268 360 453 542 631 720 806

30 86 178 271 364 457 547 638 727 817 906 996
11

273 367 461 552 644 734 824 914 1004
1

34 275 370 465 556 648 739 2,30 921 1012

36 277 372 468 560 653 744 836 927 1018

3B 279 375 471 563 656 748 841 93 1024 1,

40 281 377 473 566 660 752 845

44 362 478 572 666. 759 85

50 387 483 578 672 766 86

60 383 486 -565 651 777 87

70 387 493 590 687 783 87

No. of trees losal Area Volumes Total Ratio

'
% Wood

Berkt
=BA IB

er acre
X Average Ruti

per=Bd. Ft
Total No. Trees

Plot Prism
o
ratio

p
sq. ft.

.
acre Average Ratio

No Aja F' t --,l ^ G 9 t and Feet

Figure 3. Data computed by Mason, Bruce and Girard, Consulting Foresters.
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Volume by Log Grade

Volume by log grade is determined by applying the
appropriate percentages of each log grade to each ratio and then
computing in the same man er as for gross volume.

(for one tree)

2C No.2 peeler, 10% No.3 peeler,
.2 sawlog, 20% No-3 sawlog,

G defect and breakage.

Gross Ratio 441

No-2 Peeler - No.3 peeler - No.2 sawlog - No-3 sawlog - D & B - Total
88 44 177 88 44 441

Volume Determination with the Aid of International Business Machine

It is quite easy and economical to compute the volumes
with business machines. It is particularly time caving to compute
the log grades with IB:4. Gross and net ratio tables are punched
into IE'i muster cards and the calculations completed through
standard IBM procedures,

14.



Volume Determination Short Cuts:

Detailed steps of the computation may be expressed as follows:
(assuming trees on all ploto are cruised)

(Total Tree count) Sum of board footratios 2

(Number of plots)
(basal area factor

total tree count
ratio

Dark thickness ratio)

(total tree count basal area factor(pum of board foot ratios

E.)

(bask thickness ratio)2

numb r of plots) total tree coup

(basal area factor) (sum of board foot ratios bark thickness ratio) 2 = board feet per acre
number of plots

Basal area factor w constant for any one prism or for set factor prisms.

Board foot ratios are in table and vary by height and diameter.

Bark thickness is by species and point of height on tree, used only when d.i.b. table is used.

Assuming every 4th plot is a cruised plot

tree count on all plotsi sum of board foot ratios 2]Cj

number of plots J (basal area factor)] L tree count on -k of plots j [(Bark thickness ratio)

(Tree count on al.l plots) (basal area factor sun of board foot ratios) (bark thickness ratio)2
number of plots x tree count on of plots

board
tree count on all plots-1 banal area factor) (same of board foot ratios) (bark thickness ratio)2 = feet

[tree count on - of plots number of plots per
acre



Volume Determination Short Cuts for Set Factor Prisms

When prisms with but one basal area factor are used, there
are short cut procedures in which much of the computation can be com-
bined into a board foot per acre volume table. If one species only is
involved, the table can be simplified to include bark thickness
corrections.

Example:

If prisms with a bawl area factor of 20
are to be used, the volumes as given on
Figure 3 can all be multiplied by the 20
and the table becomes a board foot per
acre table. Where the board foot - basal
area ratios are obtained for all "in"
trees at each observation point, the sum
of these board feet per acre figures can
be divided by the number of plots and if
the 16 foot d.i.b. is the table index
diameter multiplied by the bark thickness
ratio squared with the final answer being
board feet per acre. For species for
which only a portion of the trees are
cruised, this would have to be further
expanded by the ratio of average number
of trees on the cruised plots divided
into the average number of trees on allplots.

If only Douglas fir is to be cruised, or
if a separate volume table by species can
be used, each volume figure in the board
feet per acre table can be adjusted by the
bark thickness ratio squared, and that
computation dropped from the individual
cruise computations.

Statistical Analysis of a Wedge Cruise

The Tree Count:

2 X = Sum total number of sample trees

z Y.2= Tree count squared and added for each plot

n = Number of sample plots

X = X = Mean
n

16.



The Board Foot per Souare Foot Ratio:

Sum total of each tree's ratio for the sample

.TX2_ Sum total of each sample tree's ratio squared

n = Number of trees in the sample

n

The following formulae are sowed:

(1) Standard Deviation = 1X2 - X)2
(S.D.) n

n - 1

(2) Coefficient Variation = SD x 100In
(3) Sampling error of mean in per cent (S.E.) = C-V-

n

(4) Combined sampling error*
S.E. (S.E. of board ft. per sq.ft.ratio in X22

+ (S.E. of the tree count in %)

SUMMARY OF STEPS TO FOLLOW IN MAKING A VARIABLE PLOT CRUISE

Preliminary Procedure

1. Select appropriate wedge prism (factored).

2. Use same sampling intensity as if acre plots were
employed.

Field Procedure

1. Establish sampling points.

2. Observe all surrounding sawtimber trees both through
and over the wedge prism. If the edge of the direct
and transmitted images overlap the tree is considered
"in' and it is counted. These observations must be
made at the same point on the tree that is used to
compute the diameter for the basic volume table.

*Such analysis actually divides the total variance into the two main
parts. Such treatment assumes the two variables to be independent.
Studies to date indicate some correlation between the two with a
consequent misstatement of sampling error by the suggested treatment.

17.



3. Tally the diameter and the number of logs of the "ina
trees on one-half to one-fourth of the sampling points.
Record defect and breakage in percentages for these
trees.

Gross Volume P; ocedure

1. With log heights and correspo:ing d.i.b.ls tallied
in the field, obtain the sun of the ratios from the
volume sumary sheet.

2. Compute the average ratio by dividing the total
ratio by the number of trees that contributed to
the total ratio.

3.

4.

5.

Compute the number of square feet of stem area
per acre at the observation point.

If the inside bark diameters are used, square the
wood to bark ratio for species involved and
multiply by the stem area outside bark from Step 3
to obtain stem area inside bark.

Compute gross volume per acre by multiplying the
stem area per acre from Step 4 times the average
ratio from Step 2.

Net Volume Procedure

1. Reduce each ratio obtained in Step 1 of gross
volume procedure by the estimated defect and
breakage percentage recorded in the field.

2. Proceed as in Steps 2 through 5 for gross
volume procedure.

ADVANTAGES OF THE VARIABLE PLOT METHOD OF CRUISING

1. All determinations of "in", "out", or line trees are
done by an accurate optical instrument from the plot
center. Care in the use of the instrument results
in accurate determination of the average basal area
per acre without dependence on accurate diameter
measurement of all trees on an accurately determined
area.

18.



2. Volume, both net and gross, depends upon accurate use
of the optical instrument, but only requires-approx-
imate dia.eters. (Heights, the second most important
variable in determining volume under the system, have
a low variance and are in units which are easy to
check accurately for the average.)

3. The majority of time is spent on larger trees, since
the sample is distributed between tree sizes in
proportion to the basal area of those sizes.

Q. Observations may be made higher on the tree, well
above the region affected by variable butt swell
where tree taper is fairly uniform.
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APPENDIX

OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF THE WEDGE

The Tree Count - The Basal Area Factor - The Basal Area/Acre

The. Followi;.xacts Should be Noted:

1. A wedge prism is an optical instrument that will projectan angle. This is called "the critical angle" and it
varies between individual prisms.

2. The wedge prism is used to determine if the trees around
the plot center (observation point) have a diameter
equal to or greater than the tangent of the criticalangle.

3. All trees, so long as they are equal to, or greater
in diameter than the tangent, are counted.

4. All trees meeting the requirement in No. 3, carry
equal weight because a tree represents the sample
on a proportionate area. The larger the tree, the
greater the area of sampling it represents.

5. When the sample is converted to a per acre basis,
all trees counted represent samples of equal
weight. The diagram in Figure 5 illustrates this
point.

The diagram illustrates the application of a 5.0 diopter wedge

prism which has a critical angle of 2° 511 52".

Note the following:

(a) Tree size and corresponding distance from the
observation point:

(b) The trees) basal area in square feet.

(c)

(d)

The area of a circle with a radius equal to the
distance from tree center to observation point.

The basal area per acre.
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BASAL AREA = 19.635 S0. FT.
AREA 100' RADIUS CIRCLES 07212 ACRES

SAL AREA/ACRES 27.2 SO. FT.

BASAL AREA - 12.57 SQ. FT.
AREA SO' RADIUS CIRCLE-0.462 ACRES
BASAL AREA/ACRE - 27.2 SO. FT

BASAL AREAS 7.07 SO. FT.
AREA 60' RADIUS CIRCLES 0260 ACRES
BASAL AREA/ACRES 27.2 SO. FT.

BASAL AREAS 3.1416 SO. FT
AREA 40' RADIUS CIRCLES 0.1154
BASAL AREA/ACRES 27.2 Std. FT.

AREA 20' RADIUS CIRCLES 02685 ACRES
BASAL AREA/ACRES 27.2 SQ. FT.

BASAL AREA 0.705 S& FT.

OBSERVATION POINT

FIGURE 5. ILLUSTRATING THE APPLICATION OF A 5.0 DIOPTER WEDGE PRISM
:+ 1CH SHOWS WHY ALL TREES COUNTED REPRESENT SAMPLES OF EQUAL WEIGHT.d
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As can be seen from the diar=, the basal area per acre
is constant for all size trees; this fact demonstrates why each "ina
tree is counted as one regardless of its size. This figure, 27.2, is
the basal area factor for a 5.0 diopter wedge prism. The formula,
basal area factor = 43,5600 verifies the above calculation.

4(c?\2

Example from Figure 5:

Using 5.0 diopter prism, a tree 60 inches (5.0 feet)

in diameter is just eine at 100 feet from the

point of observation.

43,560 _ 27.2
1 4/100 2 _

5)
The Basal Area Factor of a wedge prism times the number

of trees counted for a particular plot equals the basl area per acre
that the plot has sampled.
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